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December 6

th
, 2011 

 
Attn: Dianne Knight 
 
Re: Wireless Frequencies & Solar Radiation in Your Area 
 
Dear Dianne: 
 
Thanks for the important questions on Smart Meters, Wi-Fi and solar interaction with building 
development as it pertains to your area. It is correct when people say we are surrounded by 
natural EMFs; we still have to be aware of any interaction with EMFs. 
 
In regards to solar radiation and the same UV that burns skin, building development is 
supposed to reflect or protect from UV or the building exterior will be radiated. The radiated 
exterior of the building can generate heat that exceeds building code and massive energy 
waste is used responding to the symptoms of urban heat islands. Los Angeles as one 
example spends over 100 million a year in energy costs; all of it is a waste. Here is what 
buildings look like in the infrared spectrum which includes buildings being radiated by the sun 

in 3 minute increments. www.thermoguy.com/urbanheat.html  
 
Wireless frequencies are becoming part of technology advancements; but care needs to be 
taken when employing wireless technologies. There are real reasons we wire devices, 
including protection of the public. 
 
Although the safety standards for wireless are based on decades of scientific literature, 
standards admit the mechanism linking frequencies to adverse health effects wasn't known. 
It is very important for your area to know the mechanism linking the frequencies to adverse 
health effects was reported through Health Canada and Canadian Parliament's Standing 
Committee on Health. 
 
Reporting the mechanism linking the frequencies changed the application of Safety Code 6 
and Wi-Fi in schools, as well as smart meters, are illegal. They are causing the stimulation of 
tissue, heat effect and interfering with pacemakers or health monitoring equipment. 
 
Health Canada did not report to provinces, municipalities, school districts, power utilities, or 
parents that the mechanism was found linking the frequencies to adverse health effects. 

http://www.thermoguy.com/pdfs/Health_Minister_on_Smart_Meters_Violating_Sa
fety_Code_6.pdf  
 
Your area doesn't want the liability associated with hurting people when there are 
alternatives. We aren't electrically compatible and effectively throwing people into the circuit 
is causing health problems. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Curtis Bennett 
Thermografix Consulting Corporation 
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